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ABSTRACT 
 
The European Union is about to undergo the largest expansion since it was formed 

by the Treaty of Rome in 1957. On May 1st of 2004, it will grow from the current 15 

member countries to 25 countries, comprise almost 453 million people, and will 

rival the United States as the world’s Economic powerhouse.  This expansion will 

inherently have a significant impact on world trade, and the purpose of this paper is 

to examine what specific impact the enlargement of the EU will have on the 

Canadian High-Tech sector.  

 

The paper begins with a review of Canadian High-tech - or more specifically the 

Information and Communications Technology sector and an analysis of it’s 

strengths and weaknesses is conducted in light of Porter’s ‘diamond’ of National 

Competitive Advantage. This analysis finds that the ICT sector in Canada, much 

like the rest of Canadian industry, is focussed on US markets to the point of over-

reliance.  Further diversity of customer base and investment is strongly 

recommended in order to curb a dangerous dependency.   

 

A Market Analysis of the EU is then conducted at the level of the Macro-

Environmental business climate.  The environment is examined in Political, 

Economic, Social and Legal Dimensions, focussing on existing relationships 

between Canada, the current members of the EU, and the Accession countries, and 

on how those relationships might develop further in future.  An increase in diversity 

along several dimensions is found to be one of the key potential benefits to the 

existing EU members as well as the expected extension of the zone of peace, 

security, and stability. 

 

This study finds the Enlargement of the EU will  the position of the EU as one of 

the architects of global trade into the future and as such, offers an opportunity for 

Canadian firms to diversify their investments and export focus, an opportunity that 

the Canadian ICT industry would be wise to seize.  
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CHAPTER 1: BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
 
The expansion of the European Union and the creation of the largest common 

market in the world is irrefutably a hugely significant event in world affairs.    Not 

only does the EU already have a GDP of 8.6 trillion US$, but with the addition of 

the 10 countries that will join the EU in 2004, it will rapidly grow beyond the US’s 

10.4 billion.  This will make it the largest common market, the largest exporter and 

the largest GDP in the world; a true economic superpower and an architect of 

Global trade in the coming years.      (Figures from CIA World Fact Book, 2002) 

 
Despite the significance of the EU in world trade, a paltry 10% of Canada’s exports 

are to countries in Europe.  With over 80% of trade heading south to the USA, 

Canada’s over-dependence on US trade indicates that there is a tremendous need 

within Canada to re-focus export efforts on overseas destinations.    

 

Many Canadians are first-generation immigrants; in fact more than 18% of 

Canadians were born overseas.  As a result, many Canadians speak additional 

languages and are at home in another culture.  This multicultural reality is a source 

of national pride and, as the importance of global commerce continues to increase, 

ought to offer Canadians a competitive advantage in global commerce.    

 

The combination of the potential of Canada’s international competitivity with the 

reality of Canada’s reliance on American business motivated this work as an 

exploration.  An exploration of how deeply the ICT industry was tied to the US, and 

of the ins, outs, and merits of conducting business in the EU particularly as it 

evolves so significantly in May 2004.  The final intention is to reduce some of the 

uncertainty about the EU as a market and platform for investment due simply to 

being unaware of what EU Enlargement will mean for Canadian business. 
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METHODOLOGY 
 
The general approach taken was that of a consultant charged with examining the 

structure of Canadian Business, and with studying the Macro Environment of the 

European Union and it’s coming Enlargement. 

 

For the Analysis of the Macro Environment, a framework common to many 

International Business Texts was used – including the Texts by Daniels and 

Radebaugh and by Holt that are referenced in the Bibliography.  The framework 

partitions the Macro-Environment into Political, Economic, Social and Legal 

perspectives and reviews what relationships exist between the two countries – in 

this case Canada and the EU, and how these elements of the Business Climate differ 

or synergize. 

 

This analysis first required a study of the Canadian High-tech industry that was 

conducted using Michael Porters ‘diamond of national competitivity.’  Mr. Porter’s  

‘diamond’ consists of four facets –Factor Conditions, Demand Conditions,  Related 

and Supporting Industries, and Firm Strategy Structure and Rivalry Conditions.  

Considering these four dimensions of national competitive advantage yielded a well 

rounded breakdown of the strengths and weaknesses of the Canadian ICT sector 

 
Due to the nature of the study, the work was predominantly desk research and 

included several extensive numerical analyses based on statistics and historical 

values of currencies, constant monitoring of current events,  and in depth review of 

Canadian and European government resources. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
 
Benelux Belgium, The Netherlands, and Luxembourg  
CIDA Canadian International Development Agency 
DFAIT Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (Canada) 
ECB European Central Bank 
EMU Economic and Monetary Union 
EU European Union 
EU-15 The 15 countries of the EU prior to May 1st, 2004 

Consisting of: Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
Denmark, Ireland, the United Kingdom, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Finland, 
and Sweden 

EU-25 The 25 countries of the EU – including the original 15 and the 10 Acceding countries 
that will join the EU on May 1st, 2004. 
Consisting of: Belgium, Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
Denmark, Ireland, the United Kingdom, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Austria, Finland, 
Sweden, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech and Slovak Republics, Hungary, 
Slovenia, Malta, and Cyprus 

EU Eastern-8 Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech and Slovak Republics, Hungary and 
Slovenia 

Acceding-10 Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech and Slovak Republics, Hungary, Slovenia, 
Malta, and Cyprus 

Eurozone The 12 Countries which have adopted the Euro as their Currency   
Consisting of: Belgium, Germany, Greece, Spain, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, 
The Netherlands, Austria, Portugal, and Finland 

F.O.B. Free on Board – a shipping term. 
REE Renaissance Eastern Europe Program (CIDA Initiative) 
ODACE Official Development Assistance in Central Europe (CIDA Initiative) 
PPP Purchasing Power Parity – An Economic tool that is calculated to eliminate the 

differences in price levels between countries in the process of conversion.   
PPS   Purchasing Power Standards - is the artificial common currency unit used in the 

European Union to express the volume of economic aggregates for the purpose of 
cross-country and regional comparison.  National currencies are converted to PPS 
using  PPP conversion rates 

FDI Foreign Direct Investment 
EMU (European Union) Economic and Monetary Union 
OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 
GDP Gross Domestic Product – Total of all production  

within the borders of a country 
GNP Gross National Product – Total of all production 

by the nationals of a given country. 
NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement 
NAICS North American Industry Classification System 
ICT  Information and Communication Technology 
SWOT Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats 
EMEA Europe Middle East and Asia 
WTO World Trade Organisation 
TRIPS Trade Related Aspects of International Property Rights Agreement 
FIPA Foreign Investment Protection and Promotion Agreement 
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ORGANISATION OF REPORT 
 
 

CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

A brief overview of the background behind the choice of topic and some objectives 

for studying the Enlarging of the European Union.  This is followed by an overview 

of the Methodology used and a Definition of Terms. 

 

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section reviews the sources of information used to compile this report, and the 

theoretical frameworks into which the information was structured. 

 

CHAPTER 3:  A REVIEW OF THE CANADIAN HIGH-TECH INDUSTRY 

A brief overview of the Canadian High Tech industry – it’s size, geographic make-

up within Canada, and it’s principle strengths and weaknesses. 

 

CHAPTER 4:  ANALYSIS OF THE POLITICAL, ECONOMIC,  AND LEGAL 

ENVIRONMENT OF THE EUROPEAN UNION FROM A CANADIAN PERSPECTIVE 

A detailed analysis of the Political, Economic, and Legal situation in Europe – 

focusing on specific relationships between Canada, the EU and the EU Accession 

countries. 

 

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

This chapter reviews the make-up of the Canadian high-tech industry and 

synthesizes the Market Analysis to develop some recommendations for Canadian 

high-tech as to how and when it might benefit from the Accession 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
There is no shortage of material written on the European Union, and the significance 

of the Enlargement of the Union has increased the quantity of material in existence 

on the subject quite substantially.  As this is a study of a situation that is evolving 

and developing daily, study of it required frequent and diligent review of current 

periodicals and newspapers.  As can be seen in the bibliography, these sources were 

used and quoted extensively.   

 

Proquest (www.proquest.com) is a service subscribed to by Grenoble École de 

Management and proved to be invaluable as a resource for keeping on top of these 

current publications.  In addition current statistics, information circulars, digests, 

and reports were used quite extensively from European and Canadian government-

run websites. 

 

The Review of the Canadian High-tech industry was conducted using theories 

developed by Michael Porter in his book The Competitive Advantage of Nations, 

this provided a theoretical frame framework for analysis – Porter’s ‘diamond’.  A 

significant find in the Toronto Public Library system was a 1991 analysis of Canada 

and it’s national competitive advantages undertaken by Porter and the Monitor 

Company as commissioned by the Canadian government.  Many of the observations 

and recommendations made in that work hold true today, and a special section on 

the Information and Communications Technology Industry was a perfect input to 

this work.   It provided an excellent basis from which to examine in what ways 

Canada’s position has improved or worsened in the past decade – an important 

decade for the ICT Industry. 

 

The Analysis of the European Market was conducted at the level of the Macro-

Environment, and several International Business texts were referenced to define the 

structure of that section.  These included Daniels and Radebaugh’s book as well as 

Holt’s International Management Text and Cases.  
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CHAPTER 3:  INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Canada has a long history of being at the forefront of technology and innovation; for 

instance, the telephone, insulin, the cardiac pacemaker are all Canadian inventions.  

More recent Canadian inventions include Research in Motion’s Blackberry™ 

(www.blackberry.net) , and Ballard Power System’s zero emission fuel cells 

(www.ballard.com).  Which companies make up Canada’s High-tech industry? Where 

are they located, and how much of the Canadian economy do they represent?  This 

chapter will endeavour to answer those questions. 

 

Contributing CDN$ 58.5 billion to the Canadian Economy, the Information and 

Communications Technologies (ICT) sector comprises 6.2% of Canada’s GDP.  

Most of the 40 000 ICT companies in Canada are gathered in regional clusters 

centred around the major cities of Vancouver, Montreal, Toronto, and Ottawa.   

More than 597,000 skilled Canadian workers generate over $123 billion in revenues 

for the ICT industry.  (Strategis Canada, ICT Clusters, 2001)  

ICT INDUSTRY 
 
For the purposes of this document, I use the term Canadian High-tech industry 

interchangeably with the term Information and Communication Technology  (ICT) 

industries that the OECD defines according to the following principles: 

 
For manufacturing industries, the products of a candidate industry: 

• Must be intended to fulfil the function of information 
processing and communication including transmission and 
display. 

• Must use electronic processing to detect, measure and/or record 
physical phenomena or control a physical process. 

 
For services industries, the products of a candidate industry: 

• Must be intended to enable the function of information 
processing and communication by electronic means. 

(OECD, Measuring the Information Economy) 
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Further details of exactly which industries comprise the ICT sector in Canada and 

are hence represented by the statistics used in this section are defined by the North 

American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes that are listed in 

Appendix II. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE ICT INDUSTRY TO CANADA EU TRADE 

 According to the ICT Branch of Industry 

Canada – EU exports were worth CDN$2.3 

billion in 2001.This is an EU-15 figure, but 

based on the total amount of Canadian ICT 

Exports, the total for the EU-25 is not much 

more.  While this ranks the EU-25 as 

Canada’s 2nd largest trading partner, it is 

striking that this amounts to barely 10% of 

the more than 21 billion that this industry 

exports to the US, given that the EU and the 

US markets are of comparable size both in 

terms of population and total wealth. This 

figure betrays that European markets have 

not been hugely important to Canada in 

recent years, which must temper the answer 

to the question of how European Enlargement will affect the Canadian ICT sector.   

 

The future implications of European 

Enlargement will depend to a large 

degree on the amount that trade with the 

EU increases or decreases over the 

coming years.  If the percentage of trade 

with the EU continues to decrease, 

European markets will occupy a smaller 

Canadian ICT Exports by Region  - 2001 
(Billions CAD)    
USA 21.2 81.50%
Latin America 0.5 1.80%
Asia – Pacific 1.7 6.40%
Europe 2.3 8.90%
Rest of World 0.4 1.40%
Total 26.1 100.00%
   
Table 3.2 Source: Statistics Canada 

Canadian Position in Global ICT - 1998 
  ICT Exports CAD - Billions 

1 U.S. 239.20
2 Japan 164.90
3 Germany 96.00
4 Singapore 90.90
5 U.K. 82.10
6 Taiwan 69.20
7 Hong Kong 63.80
8 France 58.70
9 Malaysia 56.00
10 Netherlands 55.10
11 S. Korea 51.10
12 China 45.20
13 Mexico 41.90
14 Ireland 31.10
15 Philippines 29.30
16 Canada 25.10

  Top16 countries 1199.70
  Total Worldwide 1390.00
   
Table 3.1 Source:  Statistics Canada
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and smaller share-of-mind of Canadian business, and the impact of European 

Enlargment will be correspondingly small. The real benefits of Canadian high-tech 

from Enlargement can only be realised if firms begin to buck the trend and begin 

conducting more business in Europe.  

 

A larger Europe offers Canadian firms the opportunity to diversify export and 

economic dependence on the US.  Indeed one of the most significant results of 

Europe’s enlargement may well be that when it becomes the largest common market 

in the world, Canadian companies will have new reason to sit up and take notice of 

the potential that they have been missing. 

 

 THEORY OF NATIONAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES – MICHAEL PORTER 

 

In his book Competitive Advantage of 

Nations Porter defines a nations 

competitive advantage as “its capacity to 

entice local and global firms to use the 

country as a platform from which to 

conduct business.”  He introduced what has 

become known as the ‘diamond’ of 

national competitiveness (ITF, A Countries 

Competitive Advantage) that outlines four 

qualities that are key for assessing the 

competitive strengths and weaknesses of a 

given country.  These key qualities are: 

 
• Factor Conditions: The existence of resources (human, infrastructure, natural) 
• Demand Conditions: A demanding local market 
• Related & Supporting Industries: The presence of supporting industries 
• Strategy, Structure & Rivalry: A business environment that invests in innovation 

(Porter, Competitive Advantage of Nations, 1998) 
 

 
Source:  Daniels & Radebaugh – Ch05 - 12 

Figure 3.1 

Demand
Conditions

Factor
Conditions

Related and 
Supporting 
Industries 

Strategy, 
Structure, 

and Rivalry 
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Over the next few pages I will use these parameters to better appreciate the 

strengths and weaknesses of Canada’s ICT Industry, but first I will briefly review 

each of these concepts, much of which is a paraphrased synthesis of Porter’s 

Competitive Advantage of Nations pages 73 to 124 and from a study commissioned 

by the Canadian Minister of Industry Science, Technology and International Trade 

that was undertaken by Porter in cooperation with a consultancy firm called the 

Monitor Company that examines: Canada at the Crossroads: Reality of a New 

Competitive Environment pages 53 to 81 are the pages in question. 

. 

Factor Conditions 

Porter describes factor conditions as a nation’s circumstances in so-called “factors 

of production” - the basic inputs necessary to compete in an industry.  These 

‘factors’ include labour, arable land, natural resource, infrastructure and capital.  

Factors have an important role in international competition and it is convenient to 

distinguish between basic and advanced factor conditions.  Basic factors are 

passively inherited or created through moderate investment and include natural 

resources, climate, and unskilled labour.  Basic factors have been responsible for 

growth of manufacturing in the 1980’s of countries such as Taiwan and Thailand, 

(Porter, Crossroads, 57)  Advanced factors are those developed through sustained 

and sophisticated investment in both human and physical capital - such as 

communications and internet infrastructure or university research institutes. Because 

the ICT sector is inherently reliant on communications and advanced university 

educations systems, the health of the ICT sector is most strongly influenced by 

advanced factors. (Porter, Crossroads, 234) 

 

A very interesting consequence of Porter’s studies was that favourable or 

unfavourable factor conditions can have converse impacts on sustained competitive 

success.  For instance – in the 1970’s and 80’s a negative factor advantage of high 

land costs in Japan imposed constraints on factory space which led to pioneering 

techniques such as just-in-time production which ultimately led to the competitive 
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advantage of more efficient production.  Conversely, and particularly in Canada, an 

overabundance of a factor condition – such as space – can become a factor 

disadvantage because there is little incentive to use it efficiently. (Porter, 

Crossroads, 57). 

Demand Conditions 

Porter contends that innovation and competitive success are driven by national 

differences in customer preferences, rather than similarities and that the composition 

of home demand proves far more significant than it's size.  Home demand plays a 

disproportionate role in influencing the perception of buyer needs and the capacity 

of firms to improve products and services over time and so the more demanding a 

market is in one sector, the more the nation finds an advantage by forcing 

companies to respond to tough challenges.   Again, Japan provides a good example 

of the advantages of a demanding local market – Japan has lead the world with 

quiet, compact, energy efficient equipment which reflect a premium on space, 

energy, and close living quarters. The long distances between sparse populations in 

Canada’s less populated regions is a good example of a demand condition giving 

early rise to cost-effective telecommunications infrastructure. (Porter, Crossroads, 

59) 

Related and Supporting Industries 

Competitive advantage, as Porter describes, is strongly influenced by the presence 

of home-based suppliers and related industries in those products, components, 

machines, or services that are specialized and/or integral to the process of 

innovation in the industry.  As Information and Communications products tend to 

involve a complex process of sourcing and outsourcing in their manufacturing 

process it is particularly important to the ICT sector to achieve a ‘critical mass’ of 

industries – called ICT clusters by Industry Canada – that includes services such as 

precision sheet metal fabrication houses, circuit card fabrication, optics component 

suppliers, that can mandate an adequate number of technical sales and support staff 

for other component suppliers (Strategis, ICT Clusters).  As Porter predicts, the 
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close working relationships that this fosters, the exchange of know-how for which 

cultural and physical proximity is often a prerequisite, and the mutual pressures to 

progress creates a sustainable and significant advantage. Another example of how 

related and supporting industries predicate future successes is Switzerland’s 

leadership in pharmaceuticals that was borne of earlier successes in dyes. German 

machinery industries grew out of an earlier successful textile machinery industry. 

(Porter, Crossroads, 61) 

 

Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry   

One of the most striking findings of the ten-nation study that Porter undertook in 

The Competitive Advantage of Nations was the critical role played by domestic 

rivalry in achieving international success.  The dynamism and pressure created by 

vibrant local rivalry he asserts is perhaps the single most important stimulus to 

innovation and continuous improvement in a given industry.   

 

Porter asserts that domestic rivalry often provides the essential motivation for firms 

to make the investments and take the risks necessary to achieve competitive 

advantage, and healthy rivalry in a nation depends on new business formation 

through spin-offs, diversification by established firms, or the creation of totally new 

companies.  The formation of new businesses can translate ideas into economic 

success, and it is new entrants who often discover new segments, new processes, 

and other innovations.  Italy’s highly competitive industries populated by dozens of 

firms in ceramic tiles, footwear, machine tools, packaging machinery, textiles and 

apparel attest to the value of competitive rivalry.  (Porter, Nations, 422) 

 

In light of Porter’s insights on what comprises effective competitive advantage for 

national industries, the next section will analyse how the Canadian ICT sector 

scores on the four facets of Porter’s diamond.   
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STRENGTHS 

As we saw in table 3.1, Canada is not top-10 nation in terms of global information 

and communications technology exports, but it does have some favourable specific 

conditions that have positively contributed to ICT as a national industry. 

 

For instance, as Porter’s theories predict for ICT and other industries, ICT 

development has centred around ‘clusters’ that are concentrated around major cities. 

(Porter, On Competition, 199).  Canada’s 3 major cities – Montreal, Toronto, and 

Vancouver, account for 61% of the ICT workforce despite accounting for only 33%  

of the population. (Statistics Canada, 18.08.2003)   

 

The very existence of these clusters creates a rivalry advantage for Canadian ICT 

firms.  With Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto in close proximity and well connected 

by transport links, there is a critical mass of ICT companies in these regions that 

complement one another and drive innovation.  Companies such as Nortel 

Networks, JDS Uniphase, Cisco, Adobe, IBM, Mitel, Alcatel, Corel, ATI Graphics, 

Leitch, Motorola, Nokia, AT&T, Ericsson, Lucent, Honeywell, General Electric, SR 

Telecom, and Mitsubishi, all have significant Research and Development facilities 

in this triangle. (Strategis, ICT Clusters) Interestingly, Ottawa is often heralded as 

Canada’s high tech centre, as the concentration of engineers and scientists per capita 

is greater than in any other city in the country, but it is worth noting that due to 

Toronto’s greater size, it has in total 4 times as many high-tech workers as Ottawa. 

(Beckstead, 6) 

 
A boon to Canada’s Telecommunications industry and another factor advantage has 

historically been Canada’s geographic size that has meant that Canada had strong 

motivation to solve long distance communication problems cheaply. (Mussio, 283)  

Accordingly, Canada took an early leading role in that industry and firms like 

Nortel Networks and SR Telecom became globally competitive on that basis.  

Canada’s tight economic integration with the US (81.5% of exports and 50.6% of 

imports in 2001) is a demand advantage that facilitates the necessary economies of 
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scale for cost competition.  Moreover, close ties with the US under NAFTA mean 

that Canadian firms are part of a larger rivalry and so have to compete in the wider 

US market – certainly one of the most competitive high-tech marketplaces in the 

world.   Interestingly, in his analysis of Canada at the Crossroads, Porter debunks 

this argument as fictitious, because the Canada-US border does not permit true 

equivalency in terms of demand conditions and truly local rivalry. (Porter, 

Crossroads, 63) 

 
Canada’s multicultural diversity is another factor advantage to Canada’s realized 

and potential success with an enlarged EU..  More than 18% of Canadians were born 

overseas compared with for instance the US, where 11% of the US population is 

foreign born.  Language and Family ties bind many Canadians to Great Britain and 

to France, and a great many first and second generation Canadians from other 

European countries in both East and west have linguistic and cultural skills that 

make them ideal emissaries of Canadian commerce abroad.  In the past 10 years, 

more than 350 000 Canadians have emigrated from EU-25 countries.  The following 

table gives a detailed account of the European cultural diversity within Canada.  

Details of the classifications used for Southern Europe and Eastern Europe are in 

Appendix III.  This should also offer Canada a demand advantage, as the diversity 

of demand within a home market – as Porter says it is “the composition of the home 

market is more important than it’s size.” (Porter, Nations, 77) 

 

 Period of Immigration 

 

Total - 
Immigrant 
Population 

Before 
1961 

1961-
1970 

1971-
1980 

1981-
1990 

1991-
2001 

United Kingdom 606 000 217 175 160 005 126 030 60 145 42 645
Other Northern and 
Western Europe 494 825 248 830 86 820 56 345 45 595 57 235
Eastern Europe 471 365 135 425 36 595 30 055 104 825 164 465
Southern Europe 715 370 207 900 232 255 126 095 55 620 93 500
EU-25 Total 2 287 560 809 330 515 675 338 525 266 185 357 845
  
Table 3.3 Source: Statistics Canada, Census of Population
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Canada’s government supports significant public investment in technology and 

education that has created a favourable business environment and a further industry 

structure and advanced factor condition advantage. Canada has 7 of the 

top 20 computer science and 10 of the top 22 electrical engineering programs in 

North America.  (Strategis, ICT Clusters)    

 
Canada has a number of inherent strengths and advantages in the ICT sector, skilled 

personnel, the natural environment, diversity in a demanding business environment, 

particularly if the demand advantage of close proximity to the US is allowed, and 

the tight clusters of related and supporting industries of all contribute to a strong 

offering that can be leveraged to sustainable competitive advantage. 

 

WEAKNESSES 

As is often the case, many of Canada’s strengths are also weaknesses. Canada is 

focused on the US market to the point of over reliance.  It’s proximity to US 

markets means that Canada conforms to North American standards for many things 

– such as telecommunications and electricity -  and while it may have privileged 

access to the US market, it’s domestic market remains decidedly small. 

 
In truth, despite being a top-10 world 

exporter for quite some time, in 1998 

Canada’s offering in the ICT sector was a 

paltry 16th in terms of global exports (see 

table 3.1) – a figure that has declined from 

13th in 1993.  So in fact Canada lost ground 

to other nations in total high-tech exports 

during the 1990s – a period of widespread 

ICT growth.   This weakening trend will not 

be aided by Canada’s principle weakness – 

it’s over-reliance on the US as a primary 

market for most trade goods – including ICT.  

Canadian Position in World Exports 
  2002 – Estimates 

  Exports USD F.O.B 
(Billions) 

1 U.S. $723.0
2 Germany $608.0
3 Japan $383.8
4 China $312.8
5 France $307.8
6 United Kingdom $286.3
7 Canada $260.5
8 Italy $259.2
9 Netherlands $221.9
10 Hong Kong $191.0

   
Table 3.4 Source: Nationmaster 
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Canada’s dependence on US exports is well documented. More trade goods cross 

Canada-US border than between any other two countries worldwide.  (Nationmaster 

25.09.2003) What is surprising is that this holds true for ICT as well as for more 

resource based industries such as lumber and oil. Statistics Canada figures for ICT 

in 2002 put the percentage of ICT exports that go to the US at 81.5% – up from 

80.0% in 1995 and part of a consistent upward trend. While of course the growth in 

trade with the US has been good for the Canadian economy, this close a marriage 

means that as the American economy suffers, the Canadian economy closely mirrors 

it.   This has left precious little share-of-mind for European Markets and the Rest of 

the World and as a result the Canadian high-tech sector as a whole has not 

established a dominant position in international markets. 

 

A disadvantage of a technical nature that has arisen out of a favourable demand 

condition is the demand for products that are designd and built for the North 

American market and hence conform to North American standards.  As part of 

North America, Canadian companies and standards bodies have had a natural 

tendency to use or collaborate with Americans on technical standards like electricity 

(voltage and form factor) and telecommunications that, due to the role of chance and 

demand conditions, have been able to develop independently from the rest of the 

world.  Good examples are the division between the 220 Volts AC used in EMEA 

(Europe Middle East and Asia  - except Japan) to 110 Volts in Canada and the USA. 

Similarly, various telecommunication standards such as SDH and E-carrier are used 

extensively in EMEA whereas Canada and the US settled on SONET and T-carrier 

(ITU, Global Telecommunications Standards). North America’s mobile standards 

facing off against the GSM standard widely deployed in the EMEA (except Japan) is 

another good example.  As communications have converged many of these technical 

differences are evaporating or becoming less relevant, but latent – and worse 

perceptual – differences remain. 
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A further weakness in the fiercely competitive ICT industry is the price of labour in 

Canada.  Canada is more competitive than the US in some sectors, but can in no way 

compete with the low of manufacturing labour in the Far East.  Moreover, India’s 

highly skilled work force can also be employed at a fraction of the cost of Canadian 

highly skilled workers and engineers.  The factor condition of highly trained labour 

has been a major contributing factor to Canadian competitivity in the past, (Porter, 

Crossroads, 267) but as companies outsource more and more of their business 

processes – including such higher level functions such as engineering and finance, 

the cost of labour in Canada will prove more and more of a concern. A new type of 

international business called BPO - Business Process Outsourcing – is already 

offloading call centres and payroll functions to educated, English speaking – India. 

Microsoft, HP and others have established software development centres in 

Bangalore and elsewhere in India. (Dhruv and Lodha, May 2002) 

 
The ramifications of extensive outsourcing are two fold.  Firstly – as cost-to-

manufacture has fallen tremendously in recent years, over the next 5 to 10 years, so 

will the overhead costs associated with the development and administration of ICT 

products.  Secondly, as design for distant markets is offloaded to lower-cost 

development centres, the experience gained developing for those distant markets 

will be naturally disseminated locally by the forces of proximity described by Porter 

as the importance of domestic rivalry. (Porter, Nations, 152)  Over time, this 

knowledge transfer will bring with it new entrants to the original distant market.  

Clearly as more and more savoir-faire is transferred through BPO, Canadian ICT 

faces stiffer competition and without increasing the pace of continuous 

improvement, can only expect it’s competitivity at an international level to decrease 

further. 
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CONCLUSION 

 
At first glance, Canada’s high-tech industry appears to be reasonably healthy, but 

closer inspection reveals some fundamental flaws and considerable cause for worry.  

The apparent strengths – such as the clusters of ICT related industries that are 

forming in Canada’s population centres and the opportunity to capitalize on a 

diverse cultural population, remain strong in potential but weak on realization.  The 

fact is that most of Canadian ICT to date has been driven by American demand. This 

reliance has been exacerbated as historical factors and demand conditions have 

allowed many technical standards in North America to evolve separately from those 

in Europe and much of the rest of the world.  This isolation has erected technical 

and perceptual barriers to overseas commerce that has served only to increase 

Canadian reliance on US markets.   

 

This puts Canadian high-tech in a perilous position – that of over reliance on a 

single source of revenue at a time when a trend towards outsourcing of business 

processes is causing costs to plummet and competition to increase. Diversification 

will hedge the economic risks associated with overdependence on US markets, 

deliver experience and savoir-faire borne of developing products and services for 

overseas markets and standards, and capitalise on Canadian multiculturalism as a 

national factor advantage. Simply put: Canadian ICT firms need to actively 

diversify their sources of revenue outside North America – and the sooner the 

better.   
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CHAPTER 4:  MARKET ANALYSIS OF THE EU –  
THE MACRO ENVIRONMENT 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The European Union is about to undergo the largest expansion since it was formed 

by the Treaty of Rome in 1957. On May 1st of 2004, it will grow from the current 15 

member countries to 25 countries – comprising almost 453 million people, and 

rivalling the United States as the world’s Economic powerhouse.   

 

This next section examines the factors within the business environment of this 

enlarged EU that will influence Canadian trade.  Beginning with an examination of 

the political status of the EU, it’s history and Canada’s relations with the EU, the 

political relationships that Canada has with the Accession countries Eastern Europe 

are then similarly examined.     

 

Economic Factors are then considered in a similar way and the history of the Euro is 

extrapolated back to 1993 using complementary data on it’s predecessor – the 

European Currency Unit (ECU).  Significant developments in the legal environment 

in Union and in the Accession countries and their ramifications for Canadian-

European trade are then presented.  Beyond Political, Economic, and Legal Factors, 

developments the Social Environment of the EU promise to shape the European 

Market in the future.   Some would argue that the EU is in desperate need of an 

infusion of diversity, and as this section will show, the Accession promises a great 

deal more diversity in race, religion, language and culture, with consequent benefits 

for the Union.     

 

This section concludes by reflecting on some of the recent developments within the 

Union for potential danger signals that could forewarn trouble within the Union in 

the future.  While it is too early to predict whether they will indeed prove to be 
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significant developments, this section highlights developments that are worth 

watching.  

 

POLITICAL MACRO ENVIRONMENT 
 
The European Union is predominantly an economic power, not a political one (Kok, 

61), but many of  the political changes happening in the European Union in May 

2004 will have far reaching effects on the trade environment both inside and outside 

the Union.  It is vital then to understanding the macro-environment of European 

Trade to gain a clear understanding of the coming political changes to the European 

Union.  This will provide a backdrop against which to set the specifics that will 

affect Canadian high-tech business as these changes unfold. 

EUROPEAN INTEGRATION: A BRIEF OVERVIEW 

Since World War II, the present level of European integration has evolved from a 

number of Initiatives.  Winston Churchill is credited with first describing a 

“…Sovereign Remedy … We must build a kind of United States of Europe.”   The 

earliest predecessor of the European Union after the second world war was the 

formation of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1952, but the 

Treaty of Rome in 1957 formally established the European Community and was 

initially comprised of six (6)countries – Belgium, Luxembourg, West Germany, 

Italy, France, and the Netherlands.   The EC’s goals are often stated as a 

commitment to the “Four Freedoms” – the free movement of capital, goods, people, 

and services. 

 
In 1965 the ECSC and the European Atomic Energy Commission were integrated 

into the organisational structure of the EC with the Merger Treaty..  The EC 

continued to expand over the next decades with Denmark, Ireland, and the UK 

joining the EC in 1973, Greece in 1981, Portugal and Spain in 1986, and Austria, 

Sweden and Finland in 1995. 
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The Maastricht Treaty of 1991 was the treaty that, after ratification by member 

countries, was the beginning of the European Union. It gave birth to the Euro in 

1999, the common currency for all members but the UK, Sweden, Denmark, and 

Greece.  Greece joined the monetary union in 2001.  

 
The Treaty of Nice in December 2000 agreed to start expansion of the European 

Union in early 2004.  Current potential entrants include Czech Republic, Hungary, 

Poland, Estonia, Slovenia and Cyprus in 2004 and Latvia, Lithuania, Bulgaria, 

Romania and Slovakia in 2005. 

 
On the 1st of January 2002, 12 of the EU-15 withdrew their national currencies and 

adopted the euro. (Denmark the UK opted out, and Sweden had not qualified), and 

in December of 2002,  the European Council of Copenhagen agrees to admit the 

Acceding-10 on the 1st of May, 2004. (Shaeffer, 444)   

ACCESSION – 2004: 

EUROPE CONTINUES TO EXPAND 

The 5th and largest expansion in the 

European Union’s history will occur when 

the current EU-15 are augmented by 10 

countries from Central Europe, Eastern 

Europe, and the Mediterranean to become the 

EU-25 on May 1st, 2004.   

 
The official list of Acceding countries for 

2004 is Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, 

Czech and Slovak Republics, Hungary, 

Slovenia, Malta, and Cyprus (Treaty of 

Accession 2003).  Bulgaria, Romania hope to 

join in 2007 and Turkey is expected to join 

when it has made more progress towards 

meeting the EU criteria for human rights and protection of minorities.   (Kok, 65). 

 
Europa, June 24, 2003

Figure 4.1
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 This expansion represents a 20% increase in population and a 23% increase in area 

(Kok, 40) and of course, this massive an expansion will undoubtedly have a 

significant impact on the focus of the European Union’s policies in the coming 

years.  Perhaps even more so given the fact that the Acceding countries have an 

average GDP per capita of about 40% of the average GDP per capita (PPP) of the 

Union’s existing members. 

 
In order to join the Union, candidate counties need to fulfil the economic and 

political conditions known as the 'Copenhagen criteria', according to which a 

prospective member must satisfy:  

• the stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights 
and respect for and protection of minorities;  

• the existence of a functioning market economy as well as the capacity to cope 
with competitive pressure and market forces within the Union;  

• the ability to take on the obligations of membership including adherence to the 
aims of political, economic and monetary union 

(Europa, EU Enlargement – A Historic Opportunity, June 17 2003) 
 
The rewards for meeting these criteria are the Political and Economic Stability that 

is brought to member and neighbouring countries. (Kok, 14) 

 

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE EU-15 AND CANADA 

It is probably an understatement to say that historically, Europe and Canada have a 

strong political relationship.  Canada routinely co-operates with the EU and EU 

members in political and economic initiatives.  Four of the countries of the G8 

(France, UK, Germany, and Italy) are EU members, and of course Canada has 

historical ties to Britain and France that stretch back centuries. 

 

Some manifestations of these close ties are as follows:  
 

• In 1976, Canada was the first non-European nation to sign an economic 
cooperation agreement with the then European Economic Community.  

• The EU is Canada’s second most important trading partner and second largest 
source of foreign investment. The EU is also a principal partner in international 
political, security, and socio-economic issues. 
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• Canada and the EU share a common dedication to democratic political values and 
work closely in finding multilateral responses to global issues and share an 
interest in promoting a liberalized global trading regime.  

(CIDA, Background on Canada & the European Union, June 17, 2003) 
 
• Canada-European Union - Proposed Trade and Investment Enhancement 

Agreement Proposals for the design of this new bilateral agreement will be tabled 
at the Canada-EU Summit to be held in Ottawa on December 17, 2003. 

(DFAIT, Regional and Bilateral Agreements, August 12, 2003) 
  
Clearly the political ties between the EU-15 and Canada are very strong and are 

unlikely to change rapidly in the near future. 

RELATIONS BETWEEN CANADA AND THE ACCEDING-10 

 
Canada also has very strong political ties with the eight Eastern European countries 

that are slated to join the EU in May 2004.  Canada’s Canadian International 

Development Agency (CIDA) maintains a development assistance program for 27 

Central and Eastern European countries including the EU Eastern-8.  This program 

is called the Renaissance Eastern Europe (REE) Program, and it is a cost-sharing 

program that: 

 
• Provides incentives to Canadian firms contemplating direct investment or 

responding to capital project opportunities in Central and Eastern European 
countries; 

• Helps to reduce the commercial and investment risks of doing business in Central 
and Eastern European countries; and 

• Helps Central and Eastern European countries in their transition to a market 
economy and reinforces trade and investment links with Canada. 

(CIDA, Renaissance Eastern Europe Program, June 17, 2003) 
 
These strong political links are expected to continue as the Eastern-8 join the EU, 

and Canada is even involved, through the ODACE program that follows, in helping 

some of the Acceding countries meet their EU entry criteria. These established 

political connections will reflect well on the overall perception of Canadian 

companies operating in the region. 
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ODACE (Official Development Assistance in Central Europe) Program 

In addition to the initiatives undertaken by the REE is the Official Development 

Assistance in Central Europe (ODACE) Program.  It is a 5-year, CDN$15-million 

program working with the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia to 

strengthen their Official Development Assistance (ODA) delivery agencies.  As they 

now prepare to join the European Union, these countries must meet the new 

obligation of becoming net aid donors, and Canada, through CIDA, will share its 

expertise with these four countries, and serves to highlight the critical role that 

Canada is playing in European expansion. 

(CIDA, Official Development Assistance in Central Europe Program, June 24, 2003) 
 

POSITIVE ASPECTS - STRENGTHS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

From a political perspective, the most significant positive effect of the expansion of 

the European Union for Canadian companies will be the increasing stability that 

membership in the Union imparts to the Acceeding-10.  Since the fall of the Berlin 

wall, many Eastern European countries have appeared more and more stable and 

attractive to business – both as potential markets and for foreign direct investment.  

Meeting the EU entrance criteria and being committed to adhering to the “four 

freedoms” not only identifies for the Canadian High-Tech firm countries with 

minimum political requirements, but because of their desire to remain within the 

Union, provides assurance that these countries will maintain them as well.   This 

increasingly stable climate provides greater incentives for Canadian firms to 

consider more direct involvement in the -10. 

 
Significant opportunities exist for the Canadian Firm that is ready to move into 

Eastern Europe now, particularly with the relationship that CIDA is still maintaining 

with many of the Eastern-8.  There is a window of opportunity that will eventually 

close – soonest in The Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia – where 

CIDA is still offering assistance to Canadian firms doing business in these 

countries.  The Company that moves now could in theory garner assistance from 
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CIDA for direct investment projects that simultaneously establishes a presence in, 

and therefore direct access to, the European Union. 

NEGATIVE ASPECTS – WEAKNESSES AND THREATS 

 A major change in the political landscape like this cannot occur without increasing 

the level of political risk in the region.  In effect, a political risk rating could be 

considered to be redistributed from the EU-15 and averaged across the EU-25.  

Previous accessions have been very successful but this does not discount the fact 

that this is the greatest number of countries ever admitted to the EU at one time and 

that there is the greatest disparity in GDP per capita figures between the EU-15 and 

the EU-25 ever admitted to the union.  This has to beg the question as to whether 

this accession will in fact work at all.  Moreover, the turmoil experienced over the 

Iraq crisis earlier in 2003 between Polish supporters of US Policies and NATO and 

France and Germany who did not support those policies – serving as a painful 

reminder that a smooth accession is not guaranteed (Economist, 33, Feb 22, 2003) 

 
 
 Of further concern to Canadian Companies is that as Europe continues to grow and 

consolidate, an inevitable Europe-centric focus will develop that may manifest itself 

either implicitly, in the form of European companies preferring to buy from other 

European firms, or explicitly in the form of trade restrictions to countries outside 

European Union.  This has been popularly termed “Fortress Europe,” and largely 

represents the fears of US firms to the growing political and economic power 

wielded by a united Europe.  While there may be some basis for this concern, 

particularly from implicit Euro-centralism, the Canadian ICT industry is even less 

likely than US business interests to be affected by any type of explicit 

discrimination.  While Canada is part of NAFTA, it has special relationships with 

many European countries, notably the UK as part of the commonwealth, and France 

through it’s linguistic and historic ties with Quebec. 

 
Regardless, the years ahead will be interesting, and the European Union will be put 

to the test.  After all, the uultimate test of any political system is its ability to hold a 
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society together despite pressures from different ideologies (Daniels, 334), and there 

will soon be many more ideologies joining the Union in May of 2004.  If the 

prevailing ideology remains the dream of a united and peaceful Europe, then the 

union will stand much a greater chance of continued success. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
The EU-15 and Canada have a firm, stable political relationship, and this is unlikely 

to change as a result of the accession of the 10 new members in May of 2004.   

For Canadian companies, 

this means that while the 

comforting mantle of the 

European Union 

improves the 

attractiveness of the 

Acceding-10 for direct 

investment decisions, it 

simultaneously makes the 

rest of the EU-15, 

particularly the larger 

powers like Britain, 

France, and Germany, 

look less appealing.  

Major political issues in 

the Union remain 

unsettled, such as the 

extent of veto powers, 

foreign policy decisions, 

taxes, and the recently 

developed European 

Strengths Weaknesses 
 
Europe and Canada 
have a strong 
relationship, both with 
the EU-15 and the 
countries of the EU-25.  
Both are very stable 
democracies, and 
substantial adverse 
political actions just plain 
unlikely.  
 
 

 
Europe is undergoing a 
period of considerable 
political upheaval. While 
the outlook is bright in 
many ways, the success 
of this enlargement is in 
no way guaranteed.  
Many unanswered 
questions remain and this 
unavoidably increases the 
political risk in the entire 
region. 
 

Opportunities  Threats 
 
Take advantage of 
CIDA’s assistance to 
establish presence in the 
Acceeding-10 and a low-
cost European 
manufacturing centre at 
the same time.  These 
agreements favour Joint 
Ventures, Licensing or 
Direct Investment in the 
Eastern-8 

 
The principal threat 
comes from an 
unsuccessful accession.  
While it’s impact on a 
Canadian firm exporting 
to the UK would be less 
significant, the failure of 
the Accession would be 
more significant for a 
Canadian Firm that has 
invested directly in the 
Eastern-8. 
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Constitution (Economist, p.21, June 21, 2003).  As the Union grows, the number of 

decision makers also grows and so does the difficulty in reaching consensus. 

Consensus has been the way that the Union has been ruled since it’s inception, but 

with so many more decision makers in the EU-25, the risk of political stagnation 

increases and the speed of change will inevitably slow. 

 

Regardless, the coming years will be politically very interesting in the European 

Union, and there is rarely opportunity with out change and risk.  Canadian 

companies are particularly well positioned to succeed in Europe, thanks to 

government initiatives such as those undertaken by CIDA, and by historical ties.  A 

brief summary of the Political environment is contained in the adjacent SWOT 

analysis. 
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ECONOMIC MACRO ENVIRONMENT 

GENERAL 

One reason that the continued growth of the European Union is so significant is that 

the European Union today is beginning to rival the United States as the world’s 

largest economy. Table 4.1 outlines some key economic data for the EU-15 and EU-

25 Countries, and much more detail can be found in Appendix I.  These figures 

allow for a broad comparison of economies and help to set the background for more 

specific analysis. 

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 

We can see that the population of the EU-15 in 2001 was 377 million people, and 

that is expected to increase by 20% to 450 million people in 2004.  This is 

significantly more than the 280 million people in the US and with the accession of 

the ten countries, will have a larger population than NAFTA’s 415 million  (see 

Table 4.2).  

 

European Union 
Avg 

Population 
('000s) 
2001 

Unemp. 
Rate 
2002 

GDP Per 
capita 

(PPS) in 
2001 

GDP Total 
('000s PPS) 

2001 

EU-15 377 850 7.5% 23 210 8 769 899 
Acceding-10 74 850 15.1% 10 700 800 895 
EU-25 452 700 8.8% 21 142 9 570 794 

     
Table 4.1  Source: See Appendix I 
 
PPS:  (Purchasing Power Standards) is the artificial common currency 

unit used in the European Union to express the volume of economic 
aggregates for the purpose of cross-country and regional 
comparisons.  National currencies are converted to PPS using  
PPP conversion rates 

 
 

The GDP for the entire EU-25, at almost 9.6 trillion is competitive with the strength 

of the worlds Economic powerhouse – that of the US economy at just over 10 

trillion. What is interesting about this figure from a perspective of enlargement is 
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that while the Acceding-10 will comprise almost 17% to the population of the EU, 

at present, they would only account for 8.4% of the EU-25’s combined GDP.  This 

is made even more obvious when one observes that the GDP per capita figures for 

the Acceeding-10 are less than half what the average is for the EU-15. 

 
So, while the EU-25 will become the largest single market in the world, the 

Acceding-10 do not immediately represent a lot of consumer spending power. 

Andrew Smith, Chief Economist at KPMG is quoted in an April 2003 Financial 

Times article as saying that “The accession countries will grow faster than the EU-

15 and so become more relevant consumer markets in the medium to long term.” 

(Accountancy, Analysis: EU enlargement - Good news, or bad?; Apr 1, 2003)   This 

strong growth can be glimpsed in the growth figures in Table 4.1, where the 

Acceding-10 are consistently growing more than the EU-15.  

 
In the short term the Acceding-10 are much more likely to play the role of a low-

cost manufacturing sector for the rest of the EU. The low GDP per capita and high 

unemployment figures suggest that it will take a fair bit of time before this situation 

begins to change. 

 
A Canadian High-tech company will probably find the situation in the Acceding-10 

very similar to the situation of Mexico inside NAFTA. An examination of some key 

economic figures in Table 2 makes this comparison more apparent.  

 

 

NAFTA Countries 
Avg 

Population 
('000s) 
2001 

Unemp. 
Rate 
2002 

GDP Per 
capita 

(PPP) in 
USD 2001 

GDP Total 
('000s USD, 
PPP) 2001 

Canada 31 902 7.6% 29 400 923 000 
United States 280 562 5.0% 36 300 10 082 000 
Mexico 103 400 3.0% 9 000 920 000 
All NAFTA 415 864 4.7% 28 983 12 052 919 
    
Table 4.2   CIA WFB June 30, 2003 
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Other interesting observations – perhaps predicting future opportunities – that 

emerge from a comparison of the macro-economic figures presented in Table 4.1, 

and from the more detailed version in Appendix I are as follows: 

• Poland is the largest Acceding country in terms of land area and population.  It 
comprises about half the land area and population in the Acceding-10. However, 
with very high-unemployment at 20%.  Poland’s GDP per capita is 4th  lowest at 
9 410 PPS.   

• Slovenia is the richest country on a per capita of the Eastern-8, with GDP per 
capita greater than Greece and Portugal. 

 

GROWTH 

Growth in EU-15 has been relatively slow in the past few years, particularly in 

2001.  One of the ways that the Acceding-10 are expected to benefit the European 

Union as a whole are as sources of new growth. (Expectations and Realities, Spring 

2003) This is supported by the trends of the past few years, such as in table 4.3 

where it can be seen that growth rates for the Acceding countries are greater than for 

the EU-15 for 1999 through 2001.   

 
GDP Growth Rate European Union 

1999 2000 2001 
EU-15 2.8% 3.5% 1.5% 
Acceding-10 3.1% 4.1% 2.4% 
EU-25 2.8% 3.6% 1.6% 
  
Table 4.3 Source: See Appendix I 

 
 
Other interesting figures in the EU-25 region in terms of growth are: 
 

• Ireland’s double digit growth in 1999 and 2000 and continued strong growth in 
2001 of 5.7%. 

• Latvia and Lithuania are both growing strongly at 7.7% and 6.0% respectively.   
• Poland’s Growth was strong in 1999 and 2000 at about 4% but in 2001 weakened 

to 1.1% 
• Germany, Belgium, Austria, Finland, and Sweden all had growth in 2001 of less 

than 1%  In comparison, growth rates for the USA and Canada in 2001 were 0.3%  
and 1.9% respectively. 
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While it is likely that the Acceding countries will continue to see above average 

growth, there still remains a significant gap in absolute wealth between the EU-15 

and the Acceding-10. A gap that will persist for a long time into the future and so 

will continue to forcibly shape the EU into a heterogeneous market. The Financial 

Times quoted the European Integration Consortium as reporting “If [the Accession 

countries] continue to grow at the same rate as they did between 1997 and 2000, the 

accession countries will take between 10 and 50 years to converge with EU15 GDP 

levels.”  (Accountancy, Analysis: EU enlargement - Good news, or bad?; Apr 1, 

2003)   In fact, the accession of Ireland provides a reasonable benchmark if one 

considers that upon joining the EU in 1973, Ireland's GDP per capita at PPP was 

only about 50% of the EU average, whereas Ireland has now – 20 years later 

surpassed the EU average in 2001 (achieving 27 360 PPS GDP per capita).  

(Euroinvest, EU enlargement: Expectations and Realities; Spring 2003)  

 
This reinforces yet again that the European Landscape is unlikely to be changed 

radically in the short term by the Accession.  The chief benefits of Accession will be 

the extension of “the zone of peace, stability and prosperity” that will enable future 

economic development.  The Acceding countries will not suddenly become 

attractive new markets due to lack of per-capita wealth, nor will the Enlargement of 

the Union have significant effects – positive or negative - on existing markets in the 

EU-15 countries. 
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THE EUROZONE 

 
The Euro is the common currency that was adopted by 12 countries of the EU-15 on 

January 1st 1999, although circulation of the notes and coins did not occur until 

January 1st, 2002.  Of the three countries that  not use the Euro as the common 

currency, Denmark, Sweden and the UK have opt-out clauses and so are not obliged 

to adopt the euro. Sweden and Denmark both held referendums on whether or not to 

adopt the Euro over the summer of 2003.  Both countries have decided to keep their 

own currency independent from the Euro for the time being. 

 

 The Acceding-10 

 and the Eurozone 

The Acceding-10 will not 

immediately adopt the euro in May 

of 2004 when they join the European 

Union.   Future members are 

expected to adopt the euro when they 

are have met eligibility criteria, but 

not immediately upon accession.   To 

be eligible to join the Economic and 

Monetary Union (EMU) they must 

meet a series of criteria that are 

known as the Maastricht 

Convergence Criteria.  These are the 

same criteria that apply to current members of the EMU, and are summarized as 

follows: 

- A budget deficit of less than 3 % of GDP 
- A debt ratio of less than 60 % of GDP 
- A high degree of price stability – meaning low inflation and interest 

rates that are close to the EU average. 
(European Central Bank, Frequently Asked Questions, July 2, 2003) 

Europa, Euro Essentials, June 23, 2003

Figure 4.2
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The Opt-out Countries - Denmark, the UK, and Sweden 

While business and political leaders in the UK, Denmark and Sweden are strongly in 

favour of the adoption of the Euro, public support is not as strong.  Denmark voted 

against the Euro in a referendum in September of 2000, although support for the 

Euro in Denmark is now growing and is due, according to Christopher Brown-

Humes of the Financial Times, in part to the successful introduction of Euro notes 

and coins, as well as a positive reaction to Denmark’s presidency of the EU in the 

second half of last year [2002]. Sweden held a referendum on adopting the Euro in 

September of 2003, but public support was waning, according to polls published in a 

Financial Times Article in June of 2003.  In the end, both the Swedish and the 

Danish referendums rejected the adoption of the Euro at this time, and although 

polls before the referendum attributed to the falling support in Sweden for the Euro 

is the Eurozone’s current slow rate of growth, and the perception that Swedes can 

“wait and see.”   After the referendum, polls found that most Swedes had rejected 

the Euro more for political reasons – fears over sovereignty and democracy than for 

economic aversion to the Eurozone. (Sweden and the Euro: Why they said No, 

20.09.2003) This rejection of the Euro by the Swedes and the Danes will be 

reviewed in more detail on the section below on Warning signs for European 

Integration. 

 

The British are also favouring a “wait and see” approach, probably caused by the 

better performance of the British economy in comparison to the Eurozone since the 

Euro’s introduction. (Hughes Hallet, p.336)  A date for the next British referendum 

on the Euro has not been set, but looks unlikely before 2006.  Even if and when 

Sweden, Denmark, or the UK vote to join the EMU and to adopt the Euro, the entry 

process would still require another 2 to 3 years to complete.  
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 EXCHANGE RATES 

 The irrevocable 

conversion rates for 

the euro and the 12 

countries that make 

up the Eurozone are 

shown in  

table 4.4 and were 

essential in the 

exchange-rate 

stability-analysis that 

follows. 

 

EURO – CANADIAN DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATE STABILITY 

 
The long term exchange rate stability and trends are significant to any commerce 

between Canada and the Eurozone.  As the euro has only existed since 1999, the 

amount of exchange rate 

history is limited.  However, 

previous to the existence of the 

Euro, the European Currency 

Unit (ECU) was used by the 

EU for internal accounting.   It 

was a basket currency, much 

like the International Monetary 

Fund’s SDRs (Special Drawing 

Rights) that facilitated intra-

European finance.  It was 

exchanged on a one-for-one 

basis on January 1st, 1999, the 

=   BEF 40.3399  Belgian Franc 
=   DEM 1.95583  Deutsche Mark 
=   ESP 166.386  Spanish Peseta 
=   FRF 6.55957  French Franc 
=   IEP 0.78756  Irish Pound 
=   ITL 1936.27  Italian Lira 
=   LUF 40.3399  Luxembourg Franc 
=   NLG 2.20371  Dutch Guilder 
=   ATS 13.7603  Austrian Schilling 
=   PTE 200.482  Portuguese Escudo 
=   FIM 5.94573  Finnish Markka 

1 EUR 

=   GRD 340.750  Greek Drachma 
  

Table 4.4 Source :  www.ecb.int

ECU Basket Composition  
from 21-Sep-1989 through 31-Dec-1999 
Symbol Currency Value Weight (%) 

BEF Belgian Francs 3.301 8.183
DEM German Marks 0.6242 31.915
DKK Danish Krones 0.1976 2.653
ESP Spanish Peseta 6.885 4.138
FRF French Francs 1.332 20.306
GBP British Pounds 0.08784 12.452
GRD Greek Drachmas 1.44 0.437
IEP Irish Punts 0.00855 1.086
ITL Italian Lira 151.8 7.84
LUF Luxembourg Francs 0.13 0.322
NLG Dutch Guilders 0.2198 9.87
PTE Portugese Escuds 1.393 0.695

Source: http://pacific.commerce..ubc.ca/xr/ECU..html
 

Table 4.5 
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date the Euro was introduced.  (Paul Schreyer et al, 07.08.2003) The  

basket co-efficients are shown in Table 4.5 and weights are evaluated at the 

prevailing exchange rates on December 31, 1998. 

 
Using these weights and historical exchange rate figures for these currencies back to 

1993, it is possible to gain a fairly accurate picture of the Euro’s behaviour in the 

context of it’s hypothetical history – in this case for the six years preceding it’s 

introduction. 

 

The results of this analysis are plotted in the graph that follows in figure 4.3.  The 

XEU is the ECU comprised of a basket of the various currencies at right, and the 

Euro is the direct data.  All exchange rate data is from the Bank of Canada online. 

 
 

 
Euro vs. Canadian Dollar since 1993
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Source:  http://www.bankofcanada.ca/en/exchange-convert.htm 

Figure 4.3 
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From this graph we can determine these statistics on the Euro, the ECU, and 

together.  We can see that the exchange rate of the Canadian Dollar against the Euro 

is fairly stable, and that it’s current exchange rate of 0.62630 € to 1 CDN$ is close 

to the long term median of both the Euro and the 10 year history of the Eurozone. 

 
Similar plots for the Czech Koruna, Polish Zloty, Slovenian Tolar, and Hungarian 

Forint in figure 4.4 on the following page 

reveal how both how young these currencies 

are, and how volatile they have been.  The 

Turkish Lira at the bottom right indicates 

just how far outside the EU boundary zones 

the Lira is at present. 

 
 
When these countries join the European Union, they will not automatically join the 

Eurozone, but they are already encouraged to meet it’s targets.  The resulting 

stability will improve the case for Canadian investment in the short term, and when 

these countries do join the Eurozone in a few more years time, the subsequent 

reduction in foreign exchange risk will be substantially beneficial to foreign 

commerce.  

 ECU Euro 10-Year 
Max 0.797 0.702 0.797
Min 0.551 0.526 0.526
St dev 0.050 0.042 0.057
Median 0.693 0.606 0.638
  
Table 4.6  

Source: Bank of Canada 
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Figure 4.4 
 
 

COMPARISON OF EU, NORTH AMERICAN AND ASIAN ECONOMIES 

The EU held a 25.4 per cent share of the world’s aggregate GDP in 2001, compared 

with a 32.3 per cent share for the United States and 2.2 per cent for Canada 

 
The European Union surpasses the United States in population and exports and 

rivals it in GDP. Its population was 377 million on Jan. 1, 2001, and its aggregate 
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GDP for 2002 was US$ 8.591 trillion, compared to 10.365 trillion for the US and 

715.4 billion for Canada.   (All figures CIA World Fact book, 2002)   Even more 

interesting is the comparative analysis of World Economies and the significance of 

each market implied by table 4.7. 

 

 

Avg 
Population 
('000s) 2002 

GDP Per 
Capita PPS in 

2002 
GDP Growth 
Rate (2002) 

GDP Total 
('000s PPS) 

2002 

EU Countries         
EU-15 377 850 23 210 1.5% 8 769 899
Acc.Countries 74 850 10 700 2.4% 800 895
EU-15 + Acc-10 452 700 21 142 1.6% 9 570 794
NAFTA Countries        
Canada 31 902 29 400   923 000
United States 280 562 36 300 0.3% 10 082 000
Mexico 103 400 9 000 -0.3% 920 000
All of NAFTA 415 864 28 983 0.2% 12 052 919
Asia         
China 1 286 975 4 400 8% 5 700 000
Japan 127 214 28 000 -0.30% 3 550 000
India 1 049 700 2 540 4.30% 2 600 000
Top 10 Economies in Asia 3 030 000 5 002 3.84% 15 310 000
     
Table 4.7   Source: Nationmaster 

CONCLUSION 

 
The principal economic effect of the EU will be the increased attractiveness of the 

Aceeding-10 and especially the Eastern-8 for foreign investment.  This will be due 

to the sanctioning of the political systems, legal frameworks, currency stabilisation, 

and free-market principles that is implied by entry into the European Union.  

Effectively one could consider that the reputation of the EU will effect a rubber 

stamp of approval on economic reforms that are already well underway.  That 

doesn’t indicate that the EU mark of approval is superfluous, as the standards set for 

entry into the EU are the motivating factor – the carrot at the end of the stick if you 

will - that has driven and will continue to drive economic reforms in Eastern Europe 

and will continue to make these regions more and more attractive as destinations for 

foreign investment. 
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LEGAL MACRO ENVIRONMENT 
 
One of the most signficiant results of the Aceeding-10 joining the European Union 

is the Legal framework that is a requirement of accession.  Through a series of 

directives, the EU is harmonizing the legal environment across it’s constituent 

countries.  The two most significant results of this harmonisation are described in 

the following paragraphs 

TRIPS - Trade Related Aspects of International Property Rights 

The TRIPS agreement is a component of Canada’s commitment to the WTO (World 

Trade Organisation).  The TRIPS agreement is to date the most comprehensive 

multilateral agreement on intellectual property.  It is an international agreement that 

is significant to the Canadian high-tech industry because it protects the rights of 

inventors, and provides provisions for patents and trademarks to be both registered 

and enforced.  As a developed country, Canada was obligated to comply with all 

aspects of the TRIPS agreement by January 1, 1996 as were the EU-15, Malta and 

Cyprus.  The Eastern-8 were given until January 1, 2000, to comply due to their 

special status as Transition Economies, but regardless, the agreement is now 

enforceable across the entire EU-25.  (WTO, Trade Related Aspects of International 

Trade, August 18, 2003) 

FIPAs - Foreign Investment Protection and Promotion Agreements 

 A FIPA is an agreement between two countries that is aimed at protecting and 

promoting foreign investment through legally binding rights and obligations.  This 

legal framework makes foreign investment more secure and therefore more 

attractive.  Canada has signed FIPAs with Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, 

and the Slovak Republic.  (DFAIT, Regional and Bilateral Initiatives, August 18, 

2003) 
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SOCIAL MACRO ENVIRONMENT 

HETEROGENEITY 
 
Arguably one of the most significant consequences of European enlargement will be 

a substantial increase in the diversity of the population of the EU.  One reason that it 

is so significant is that with the accession countries comes diversity that runs along 

most of the major fault lines of the social environment – including race, religion, 

culture, language, and economic status.  This increase in diversity is of great 

importance for the EU and if successfully harnessed, offers opportunity and needed 

benefits for the continued growth and health of the union.  However, given the 

nature of social factors, this diversity also represents a volatile mix that could prove 

untenable if ire is aroused in too many factions and positive relations disintegrate. 

FAULT LINES OF DIVERSITY  

As the next series of maps 

graphically illustrate, the social fault 

lines within Europe are pronounced 

and extensive.  

For instance in figure 4.5 – one can 

see the influence of the Roman 

Empire that is felt to this day – with 

many of the countries that were part 

of it sharing common values and 

elements of culture through the Latin 

language.  One can observe from the 

black line at right that most of the 

EU-15 were occupied by the Roman 

Empire at the height of it’s power in 

the 2nd century. Only Sweden, Austria and Denmark escaped Latin occupation.   

This commonality of experience amongst the EU-15 is about to change radically as 

the EU-15 becomes the EU-25.  Hungary, the Baltic States, Poland, and the Czech 

 
  2nd Century Roman Empire to South 
  Protestantism to North 
  Orthodox Christian to East 
    

Figure 4.5 Source: Nassar
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and Slovak Republics were not part of the Roman Empire at it’s peak and do not 

share the Latin influence.  

 

Only when Constantine moved the centre of the empire to Constantinople did 

Roman influence extend to Eastern Europe, and one of the principle elements of that 

influence was the proliferation of the Orthodox Christian Church.  This was the 

making of another significant cultural 

fault line, a religious one that is 

graphically demonstrated by the Green 

line in figure 4.5 the adjacent map.   

Moreover, overlaid on the division 

between the Eastern and Western 

Churches is the Western Churches 

segmentation into the Roman Catholic 

Church and the Protestant Church.  As ar 

result, in May 2004 the EU will change 

from a Union of Nations with a fairly 

widespread (although not complete) 

common experience of Latin language 

and culture and Western religious 

philosophy to a Union with a 

significantly mixture of linguistic roots 

and much greater religious diversity.   

 

CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC CENTRES  

 
This second map in figure 4.6 seeks to outline the distinct cultural identities that dot 

the EU-15 and some of those that comprise the Accession countries as well.  Nearly 

all of these distinct cultural regions has it’s own language and many have separate 

television and media.     As many would point out, including Richard D. Lewis in 

his book As Cultures Collide, language is a natural demarcation of culture, much as 

   
Source: Synthesis of  Nassar and Lewis 

 
Figure 4.6 
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rivers and mountains are natural demarcations of geographical terrain – people who 

speak different languages effectively operate indifferent worlds.   (Lewis, 17) 

 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC DIVERSITY 

 
As examined in the section on the 

Economic Macro Environment of the 

European Union, on average the 

Accession countries have only 40% of 

the per capita wealth that the EU-15 

enjoy. This great a difference in 

economic welfare inevitably creates 

divisions at a social level.     

 

As the figures in table 4.7 attest, the 

Enlarged EU will be much more economically diverse than it is at present.  While 

the average value of the EU-15 per capita wealth is double that of the Acceeding-10 

the variability of the level of income in the Eastern European region differs much 

more – particularly if Luxembourg is discounted as anomalous due to it’s low 

population and highly service based economy.  In fact, the Standard Deviation of 

the two differs by only 

about 10% despite the 

almost 130% larger 

average income per 

capita of the EU-15.  

 

This can be seen 

graphically in figures 

4.7 and 4.8 which 

charts of GDP per 

Per Capita Wealth (GDP per Capita)  
 
  EU-15 Acceding-10 
      
Average 23 210 10 700
Maximum* 27 360 17 180
Minimum 15 020 7 750
Standard 
Deviation* 

3 786 3 341

St. Dev as a % 
of Maximum 13.84% 19.45%

   
* Excepting Luxembourg 
 
Table 4.7 Source: Appendix I 
  

 
Figure 4.7 Source: Appendix I 
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capita for the different nations of the EU-15 and the Acceding-10.  The spread of 

wealth between the two groups is visually apparent and much greater in Figure 4.8, 

the chart of GDP per capita for the Acceding-10. 

 

 This level of economic diversity will bring with it differences in beliefs, values, 

and attitudes towards leisure time, work ethic, and value for money.  Beliefs, values 

and attitudes are 

precisely some of 

the main 

constituents of 

culture (Lewis, 97) 

and as a result this 

economic diversity  

 will reflect itself in 

the cultural and 

social diversity of 

the constituent 

countries of the 

Accession countries. 

 

RAMIFICATIONS OF DIVERSITY 

 
So is all this diversity good or bad?  Well like many questions, the answer to this 

one is both.  Clearly if the increase in diversity across the EU escalates to a level of 

conflict and aggression, the extra diversity infused through the EU by Accession 

will not have been a good thing.  However, as Pascal Zachary of the Wall Street 

Journal maintains, in today’s economy “the conditions for creating wealth have  

changed in ways that play to the strengths of diverse, hybrid individuals, 

organisations, and nations.”  (Zachary, 57) In short – diversity of race, culture, 

language is a competitive advantage that manifests itself more and more as the 

ability to think about problems in different ways becomes more important. This is 
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Figure 4.8 Source: Appendix I 
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because, as Zachary contends, the new economy – the knowledge economy – is 

driven by creativity and openness.  Creativity and openness are the key positive by-

products of diversity – or as Zachary puts it – being hybrid.  Creativity flourishes 

when as many different view points as possible are inputs to the solution. Openness 

is augments creativity – and a Europe with 10 new nations in it’s membership has a 

host of new languages, new cultures, and new economic perspectives which will 

contribute diversity to creative process throughout the Union.  

 

 Porter also maintains that diversity is a precondition to successful business and 

competitive advantage.  In his Competitive Advantage of Nations he asserts that 

“differences in customer preferences rather than similarities drive innovation and 

competitive success.  It is the composition of home demand that is more important 

than it’s size.”  A successfully enlarged EU that includes the accession countries 

will have both size and diversity of composition. 

 

WARNING SIGNS FOR EUROPEAN INTEGRATION 
 
 
Some of the principle aims of the EU and further Enlargement of the Union such as 

“the extension of the zone of peace, stability, and prosperity in Europe that will 

enhance the security of all it’s peoples.” (Kok, 4)   In part it is the vision of a united, 

peaceful Europe that has driven and continues to drive tighter and tighter 

integration.  The value of peace and security cannot seriously be refuted as desirable 

goals, but one must ask the question - Is the drive towards these goals blinding 

policy makers – currently comprised of many children of World War II – to 

economic realities and murmurs of dissension?  If not appropriately addressed, 

mutterings might erupt in future as the effects of past political decisions unfold. 

 

Moreover - are the signs of dissention already appearing?  In recent months 

Denmark and Sweden have both rejected to adopt the Euro as their official currency. 

Is this a sign of larger dissention? A reaction to the current economic malaise that 
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exists in the Franco-Germany-centric European Economy? Or the result of a chance 

event – that of  the apparently un-politically-motivated murder of a pro-Euro 

Swedish politician, Anna Lindh, just before the referendum?  According to the 

Economist, a poll conducted after the referendum as to why people voted no, found 

that economic concerns were third after sovereignty and democracy. (Sweden and 

the Euro: Why They Said No, 20.09.2003)  If anything the murder of the Anna Lindh 

should have precipitated a sympathy yes vote – which it did in polls immediately 

after the murder, but the murder of Ms. Lindh did not prove to be the deciding 

factor. (Sweden and the Euro, 20.09.2003) 

 

In fact, with worries about sovereignty and democracy topping the list, it seems that 

the popular Swedish rejection of the Euro is less a rejection of the economic unity 

but more an act of dissension against tighter political integration.  Perhaps the 

Swedish people were using the only instrument available to them to signal that it is 

time to put on the brakes.  Realistically,  one country’s rejection of the Euro is not 

enough to build a case for rampant fractures within the Union,  but what is perhaps 

more troubling were some of the responses seen to this dissension.   In a digest 

published in a recent issue of the German newspaper, Die Welt, the result of the 

Swedish referendum was put down to “a certain provincial eccentricity of Swedes” 

(Charlemagne – The Stockholm Syndrome,  20.09.2003)  - a dismissive attitude that 

suggests a refusal to take the concerns of dissenters seriously. Again - not enough to 

make a bullet-proof case, but perhaps a surface effect of some dangerous under-

currents. 

 

In the Charlemagne article, three popular theories are described as to where several 

groups believe Sweden’s refusal to join the Euro leaves the EU.  The author terms 

these theories and groups “the inevitability of unity”, “the possibility of fracture”, 

and “the threat of catastrophe”.  Supporters of “the inevitability of union” theory are 

responsible for the article in Die Welt and are largely comprised of the core 

members of the original European Coal and Steel Community, namely France, 

Germany, Benelux and Italy .  They often smugly point to the history of the EU and 
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how it has always continued to march forward despite previous setbacks and crises. 

(Charlemagne, 20.09.2003) While this is of course true, it reflects a frightening, 

somewhat arrogant attitude that could betray a sense of complacency and tendency 

to deny the real consequences of current actions – such as the future consequences 

of Germany and France’s continued breaking the fiscal rules that they themselves 

set by running budget deficits larger than 3% of their GDP.  Past performance does 

not necessarily predict future success, and if rules don’t apply to Germany and 

France why should other nations comply with them? 

 

The truth is that even for the single currency, it is still too soon to say how well the 

common fiscal policy will work.  As the global recession continues, fiscal policies 

of the ECB are seeing their first real tests and the populace is feeling the results of 

the common currency for the first time.  (Charlemagne, 20.09.2003)  Others within 

Europe are describing a pattern that already seems to be emerging and perhaps 

better describes how the future of the EU will unfold – that of a ‘multi-layered” 

Europe where different countries accept different degrees of integration.  Many are 

certainly calling for Internal reform of the EU and it’s political structure – citing 

concerns that the current structure is already mired by it’s voting system – a 

problem that will only grow worse as 10 new members join in 2004. (Expectations 

and Realities, Spring 2003) 

 

The EU is a living, breathing entity and as a result it’s future is never completely 

predictable.  It is too soon to predict exactly how the rejection of the Euro by the 

Danes and the Swedes will affect it, and to predict how much trouble the single-

minded, somewhat heedless march to tighter integration driven by Germany, France, 

and the other ECSC will prove to be.  They might be precursors of significant 

backlash or they might simply be temporary effects that resolve themselves 

naturally.  They are however, worth keeping watch on in the near future in case they 

do betray serious undercurrents that could undermine the stability of the union.  
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MACRO ENVIRONMENT:  CONCLUSION 
 
 
While the coming accession will be heralded as the day that everything changed, the 

real changes that will result from the accession will not occur so suddenly.  The 

political, economic, and legal environments have been evolving since the fall of the 

Berlin wall, in recent years they have been evolving towards standards that are 

written into the very requirements of acceptance for membership and they naturally 

require a standard of both political and economic stability.     More than anything 

else, membership in the EU signals to Canadian companies that these countries have 

met certain standards for legal and political structure, and hence are fairly safe 

places to invest.  The time for Canadian business can begin to take advantage of 

these newly stable economies by investing in them for the long term.  Short term 

returns will not be extraordinary, but will probably – as Ireland did before them, 

lead to tremendous 5, 10 and 15 year growth. 

 

A key engine of that growth will be the greater diversity that Eastern Europe will 

bring to the Union.  Diversity stimulates creativity and openness by bringing new 

modes of thought to old problems.  As a result the Acceding-10 can significantly 

benefit the enlarged European Union, just as the Acceeding-10 will benefit from the 

established credibility, and the economic prosperity of the EU-15.  Of course the 

key will be to execute the integration and enlargement so as to preserve positive 

relationships on all sides. 

 

What could threaten the continued prosperity of the EU and the success of economic 

integration across the region is the refusal of supporters of a stronger EU to 

acknowledge and provision for those who dissent about the pace of tighter 

integration.  It will remain a challenge for the original members of the European 

Coal and Steel Community to reign in their enthusiasm for tighter integration, to 

take concerns seriously enough to prevent fracture.  But then this is the challenge of 

a Union is it not? 
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Canadian Companies undertaking investing in Eastern Europe will receive a warm 

welcome in an enlarged EU, and if it can factor into their business plan, they would 

do well to capitalize on the advantages of getting in at the ground floor.  Risk 

assessors within that organisation need to keep a watch on how some of the effects 

of integration develop, but even the trend towards a multi-layered Europe would not 

cause catastrophic failure of the business environment within the Union.   

 

In short, the Enlargement should be good for business, and Canadian business is no 

exception. 
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CHAPTER 5:  CONCLUSION 
 
Undeniably, the shape of the world economy is being altered as the European Union 

transforms and grows.  The introduction of the Euro is a precedent that has so far 

unfolded with remarkably little drama.  Similarly, the accession on the 1st of May 

2004 will not herald immediate dramatic change, but rather mark a milestone in a 

process that is already underway, and will continue for many years to come.  As this 

change unfolds, Canada’s High Tech community needs to position itself to either 

adapt to inevitable changes or to seize new opportunities that arise as a result.  

Canada’s high tech community is at a crossroads and it risks becoming irrelevant 

should global competitive forces substantially disrupt it’s competitive position in 

the United States. Canada’s multicultural reality offers a significant opportunity for 

insight and relationships in international markets, but the pull of the American 

market is yet strong.  It remains for the future to reveal if Europe will remain for 

Canadian high-tech, a market of under-realized potential.  

 

So to answer the question that we set out at the beginning of this inquiry, that is 

How can Canadian High-tech benefit from the coming Enlargement of the European 

Union, we can recommend that Canadian firms can benefit by diversifying their 

international operations to leverage the business advantages offered by the 

accession countries.  This benefit will be best realized as part of a wider strategy of 

diversification that is simply a prudent financial policy that will stabilise long-term 

revenue fluctuations and reduce risk on future income.   

 

Eastern Europe offers a particularly beneficial situation at the moment as these 

countries are now meeting the standards of political and economic stability set by 

the EU, while undergoing strong growth and low wage rates.    Benefits will not 

come from increase sales in these regions but rather from cost reduction. Cost 

reduction through low wage rates, close relationships with Western Europe, and 

customs and tariff free access to Western European markets.   This means that the 
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largest benefits for Canadian business reside in joint ventures and licensing 

partnerships.  The reliability of these relationships has already been greatly 

enhanced by the approval given to the legal systems in to meet the standards of the 

EU as a prerequisite to their joining the Union.   

 

Firms in Canada in general and high-tech firms in particular should begin by 

reviewing longer term year strategic goals and identifying synergies between their 

business model and the benefits that a larger Europe could offer – namely tariff free, 

customs union access to wider European markets and the legally sanctioned, low 

cost-of-business environment that currently exists in the Eastern European 

Accession countries.  Canadian firms have a unique advantage over firms from other 

countries – even some western European countries, because the cultural 

heterogeneity within Canada closely mirrors the cultural heterogeneity of a larger 

Europe and many immigrants to Canada from Eastern European regions still have 

significant linguistic and cultural ties that could and should be leveraged for the 

greater success of Canadian firms throughout Europe.  Canadian firms are over-

reliant on revenue streams from the United States and badly need to develop 

business in international markets.  An Enlarged EU is a great place to start. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
 

As any analysis is only a snapshot of a situation at a given point in time, this 

exercise could be repeated it’s entirety after a number of  years has elapsed.   This 

would of course give interesting insight into the validity of the predictions and 

concerns expressed. 

 

This analysis provides the background information on which more specific market 

entry strategies could be built.  These studies would select a specific country based 

on the economic data provided and the specific objectives of the strategy, to develop 

an execution plan specific to that project or requirement. 
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APPENDIX I – ESSENTIAL ECONOMIC FIGURES FOR EU-25 COUNTRIES 

 
Source: Eurostat, April 2003 – www.europa.int.eu 

GDP Growth Rate 
  Land Area (sq. 

km) 2002 
Avg 

Population 
('000s) 2001 

Unemp. 
Rate 
2002 

Inflation 
Rate 2002 

GDP Per 
capita PPS 

in 2001 
1999 2000 2001 

GDP Total 
('000s PPS) 

2001 

Exports of 
Goods & 
Services      

(%of GDP) 2001 

Belgium 30 538 10 285 7.3% 1.6% 25 260 3.2% 3.7% 0.8% 259 799 85% 
Czech Republic 78 866 10 283 7.3% 1.4% 13 700 0.5% 3.3% 3.3% 140 877 71% 
Denmark 43 094 5 359 4.5% 2.4% 26 660 2.6% 2.8% 1.4% 142 871 45% 
Germany 357 031 82 350 8.2% 1.3% 24 000 2.1% 2.9% 0.6% 1 976 400 35% 
Estonia 45 227 1 364 9.1% 3.6% 9 240 -0.6% 7.1% 5.0% 12 603 91% 
Greece 131 957 10 582 10.3% 3.9% 15 020 3.6% 4.2% 4.1% 158 942 23% 
Spain 505 124 40 266 11.4% 3.6% 19 510 4.2% 4.2% 2.7% 785 590 30% 
France 549 087 59 191 8.7% 1.9% 23 870 3.2% 3.8% 1.8% 1 412 889 28% 
Ireland 70 295 3 854 4.4% 4.7% 27 360 11.1% 10.0% 5.7% 105 445 98% 
Italy 301 338 57 075 9.1% 2.6% 23 860 1.6% 2.9% 1.8% 1 361 810 28% 
Cyprus 9 251 762 5.3% 2.8% 17 180 4.8% 5.2% 4.1% 13 091 47% 
Latvia 64 589 2 355 12.9% 2.0% 7 750 2.8% 6.8% 7.7% 18 251 45% 
Lithuania 65 300 3 478 13.1% 0.4% 8 960 -3.9% 3.8% 6.0% 31 163 50% 
Luxembourg 2 586 442 2.4% 2.1% 44 160 6.0% 9.0% 1.0% 19 519 152% 
Hungary 93 030 10 188 5.6% 5.2% 12 250 4.2% 5.2% 3.7% 124 803 61% 
Malta 316 393 7.5% 2.2%   4.1% 6.1% -0.8%   88% 
Netherlands 35 518 16 046 2.6% 3.9% 26 670 4.0% 3.3% 1.3% 427 947 65% 
Austria 83 858 8 130 4.1% 1.7% 25 740 2.7% 3.5% 0.7% 209 266 52% 
Poland 312 685 38 638 20.0% 1.9% 9 410 4.1% 4.0% 1.1% 363 584 28% 
Portugal 91 916 10 299 5.0% 3.7% 16 059 3.8% 3.7% 1.6% 165 392 31% 
Slovenia 20 273 1 992 6.0% 7.5% 16 210 5.2% 4.6% 3.0% 32 290 60% 
Slovak Republic 49 035 5 397 19.4% 3.3% 11 200 1.3% 2.2% 3.3% 60 446 73% 
Finland 338 150 5 188 9.1% 2.0% 24 170 3.4% 5.5% 0.7% 125 394 40% 
Sweden 449 974 8 896 4.9% 2.0% 23 700 4.6% 4.4% 0.8% 210 835 45% 
United Kingdom 244 101 60 004 5.1% 1.3% 23 530 2.4% 3.1% 2.0% 1 411 894 27% 
EU-15 3 234 568 377 850 7.5% 2.1% 23 210 2.8% 3.5% 1.5% 8 769 899 36% 
Acc.Countries 738 572 74 850 15.1% 2.6% 10 700 3.1% 4.1% 2.4% 800 895 47% 

Total/Average 3 973 140 452 700 8.8% 2.1% 21 142 2.8% 3.6% 1.6% 9 570 794 36.9%
           
Candidate Countries           
Bulgaria 110 910 7 910 18.6% 5.8% 5 710 2.3% 5.4% 4.0% 45 166 56% 
Romania 238 391 22 408 8.0% 22.5% 5 560 -1.2% 1.8% 5.3% 124 588 34% 
Turkey 769 604 68 670 10.4% 32.2% 5 230 -4.7% 7.4% -7.5% 359 144 34% 
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APPENDIX II – COMPOSITE INDUSTRIES OF THE CANADIAN 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SECTOR 
ICT MANUFACTURING 

Computer Equipment (NAICS 33411) 
Wired Communications Equipment (NAICS 33421) 
Wireless Communications Equipment (including Broadcasting) (NAICS 33422) 
Audio and Video Equipment (NAICS 33431) 
Electronic Components (NAICS 33441) 
Instruments (NAICS 33451) 
Communication Wires and Cables (NAICS 33592) 
Commercial Industry Machinery (NAICS 33331) 

ICT SERVICES 

Software and Computer Services (NAICS 51121, 51419, 51421, 54151, 81121) 
Telecommunications Services (wired and wireless) (NAICS 5133) 
Cable and Other Program Distribution (NAICS 51322) 
ICT Wholesaling (NAICS 4173, 41791) 
ICT Rental and Leasing (NAICS 53242) 
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APPENDIX III – BREAKDOWN OF REGION CLASSIFICATIONS USED 
IN TABLE 2.3 INTO EUROPEAN COMPOSITE COUNTRIES 
 
 
 

Other Northern and Western Europe 

Acadian 
Austrian 
Belgian 
Dutch 
Flemish 
French 
Frisian 
German 
Irish 
Luxembourger  
Swiss 
Danish 
Finnish 
Icelandic 
Norwegian 
Swedish 
Scandinavian 

Eastern European Origins  

Byelorussian 
Czech 
Estonian 
Hungarian 
Latvian 
Lithuanian 
Polish 
Romanian 
Russian 
Slovak 
Ukrainian 
 
 
 
 

United Kingdom 

British 
English 
Scottish 
Welsh 

Southern European Origins  

Albanian 
Bosnian 
Bulgarian 
Croatian 
Cypriot 
Greek 
Italian 
Kosovar 
Macedonian  
Maltese 
Montenegrin 
Portuguese 
Serbian 
Sicilian 
Slovenian 
Spanish 
Yugoslav 
 

Source:  Statistics Canada,  
Census 2001 Appendix C 
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APPENDIX IV – POLITICAL STRUCTURE OF THE EUROPEAN UNION 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Source: Daniels & Radebaugh (Powerpoint Slides CH7)
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Luxembourg (Apr, Jun, Oct) 
15 national ministers decide 
on Commission proposals 
(with different sets of 
ministers for agriculture, 
finance, etc.) 

National organizations 
(employers, trade unions, 
farmers, etc.) 

15 national
electorates

European Parliament 
trasbourg and Luxembourg 
(with parliamentary 
committees often sitting in 
Brussels and elsewhere) 
Directly elected members 
 from the 15 (626 seats) 

Commission 
Brussels 
20 members appointed by 
governments 
Independent of national 
interest 

Committee of Permanent 
Representatives 
(of the 15 in Brussels) 

Economic and 
Social Committee 
(222 seats) 

Committee of 
the Regions 
(222 seats) 

Court of Auditors 
Luxembourg 

Court of Justice
Luxembourg 
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APPENDIX V – A COMPARISON OF MARKETS IN EUROPE, NORTH 
AMERICA, AND ASIA 

 
 
 
 

 

Avg 
Population 
('000s) 2002 

GDP Per 
Capita PPS in 

2002 
GDP Growth 
Rate (2002) 

GDP Total 
('000s PPS) 

2002 

EU Countries         
EU-15 377 850 23 210 1.5% 8 769 899
Acc.Countries 74 850 10 700 2.4% 800 895
EU-15 + Acc-10 452 700 21 142 1.6% 9 570 794
NAFTA Countries        
Canada 31 902 29 400   923 000
United States 280 562 36 300 0.3% 10 082 000
Mexico 103 400 9 000 -0.3% 920 000
All of NAFTA 415 864 28 983 0.2% 12 052 919
Asia         
China 1 286 975 4 400 8% 5 700 000
Japan 127 214 28 000 -0.30% 3 550 000
India 1 049 700 2 540 4.30% 2 600 000
Top 10 Economies in Asia 3 030 000 5 002 3.84% 15 310 000
     
   Source: Nationmaster 
 


